July 17, 2012

Newsletter for ONA Members at

Sacred Heart Medical Center and
Sacred Heart Home Care Services
BARGAINING UPDATE FROM
JULY 13 SESSION

SACRED HEART
MEDICAL CENTER
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE
Pam Van Voorhis (NICU)
Lynda Pond (LDR)
Suzanne Seeley (7 Surgical)
Nancy Deyhle (ICU)
Gisela Garcia (CVOR)
James Leaf (Ortho)
Vicki Edwards (RIC-UD)
Kim Blair (7N Oncology)
Kevyn Paul (UD-ED)
Kevyn Taylor (UD-Medical)
Mary Phoenix (ICU)

Negotiations continued on Friday July 13. Here’s where we are on
unresolved economic issues:

Category

Two-year agreement:
Wages

SACRED HEART
HOME CARE SERVICES
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE
Billy Lindros, Hospice
Steve McClain, Hospice
Kristi Till, Home Health
Terri Dean, Home Health
Shirley Hofeld, Home Infusion
Phil Zicchino, Home Health

Current
ONA proposal

Two-year agreement:

 Year one - 5.0 percent

 Year one - 0 percent

 Year two - 5.0 percent

 Year two - 1.0 percent

Modify Sacred Heart Medical
Center’s (SHMC) proposed
health insurance program:

New health insurance
program as revised on June
28 (document on ONA
website, no “domestic tier “
except for hospitalization,
labs, urgent care and
inpatient services)

 Reduce deductibles
 Reduce out of pocket

Health
Insurance

Current
SHMC proposal

maximums, including
percentage of premium
share in the contract
 Keep “legally domiciled

adult” provisions in
contract and proposing a
transition plan for the
Open Network participants to mitigate big
increases in premiums

Maureen Smith
ONA Labor Relations
Representative
smith@oregonrn.org
(541) 726-0772
Paid Time
Off (PTO)

Increase PTO accrual rates
by one day (eight hours) per
year in all tiers other than top
tier (management’s standardization proposal of 2010,
except no reduction in top
tier)

Decrease PTO accrual rate
in top tier by one day (eight
hours) per year

(continued on page 2)
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(continued from page 1)

Category

Current
ONA proposal
 Increase facilitator differential, on-call

Current
SHMC proposal
 Agree to ONA increases in facilitator,

on-call and certification differential
rates and grievance pay adjustment;

differential and certification differential;
 Adopt new on-call language; and

Article 9:
Differentials

Staffing
Committee

Restoration
of prior
standing upon
reinstatement

 Adjust certification pay grievance

 Maintain current on-call language; and
 Convert differential rates for charge

nurse, facilitator and shift differential to
flat dollar amounts rather than
percentages of Step 1 hourly rate
Strengthen staffing committee language to
include review and approval of changes in
positions, support services for multiple units

Counterproposal:

Maintain current language:

If rehired within six months, employee gets
seniority, PTO, retirement and wages at
previous level

 If rehired in 12 months, seniority,

retirement and wages at previous level

 Allow for discussion of proposed

changes but not approval

NEXT STEPS
Your team heads into mediation on
July 24. Another session is
scheduled for July, 26. If we are
not able to reach agreement at that
time, we will need your support to
continue to fight for a fair contract.
The major difficulty on the table is
the health insurance proposal. We
made a proposal on Friday that
addresses the concerns raised by
our members about the deductibles, increases in out-of-pocket
maximums, and we also proposed
an increase in the wellness benefit
from $200 to $500. Additionally, we
proposed that the prescription plan
maintain the current benefit of mail
order prescription of 90 days at the
cost of two times the monthly
amount.

The other issue is the big increase
in premiums for the participants in
the Open Network. We proposed
an increased contribution to the
Health Savings Account for those
members in the first and second
year of the contract to help offset
the premium costs.
We’ll learn more about what
management is willing to propose
in terms of a wage increase,
changes in health insurance, PTO,
differentials, and meaningful
changes in staffing committee
language as we begin mediation.
If we can’t reach a successful
tentative agreement, your team is
considering an informational picket.

We’ve submitted a petition,
distributed car signs, worn stickers,
had members attend negotiations,
had informational sessions outside
the PRN and so now, the next step
is to ask you to participate in
something that would be more
public in order to get management
to reach agreement on a fair
contract.
We want to give you some
information about informational
pickets so you know what’s
involved. We are likely to ask you
to vote on whether you agree to
engage in informational picketing
to support a fair contract for Sacred
Heart nurses!
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What does it mean to participate in Informational Picketing?
Our ONA bargaining team may ask nurses to vote
on whether to accept management’s existing
contract proposals or take further action to
support a strong contract. We will get in touch
with members after mediation on July 24 and 26.

nurses will only result in a contract that doesn’t
include the wage increases and health insurance
benefits your team is fighting for.

This gets the community involved.

This is considered Protected union activity under
federal law. For example, it would be illegal for your
manager to talk to you about this tactic or question
you about your plans to participate.

What would I have to do?
You would be expected to join the picket line if it was
When would informational pickets happen?
your day off or join on a break or before/after your
Nurses would be expected to participate by joining the work day was completed. Again, informational
picket line during off-work-hours or breaks.
picketing is not striking. In fact, an informational picket
may be our only way to avoid a strike– so it’s very
Informational picketing is demonstrating.
important that RNs come out and participate. If we
We would stand in front of the hospital with signs,
were going to strike, another vote would have be
pass out leaflets, and educate the public about what
done to authorize it.
we’re fighting for at the bargaining table and how it
Can I get in trouble?
impacts patient care.
You cannot be disciplined nor can you get in trouble
This would be a legal action.
for talking about or participating in an informational
This is a perfectly legal tactic as long as we give the
picket.
employer ten days notice in writing of our intent to
picket with the date and time and we stick to the
Isn’t picketing kind of unprofessional?
sidewalks around the hospital and stay off hospital
Not at all. Nurses and other professionals across
property.
Oregon (and the nation) have engaged in informational pickets to put pressure on their employer to
Informational picketing is not striking.
address workplace concerns.
It is demonstrating done on non-work hours. No one
gives up income. In fact, if our informational picket ONA’s Bargaining Team is committed to maintaining
is strong we may not need to even consider
a positive message in our public actions– our picket
striking.
signs will be reflective of that sentiment.

Why should I participate?
These contract negotiations affect all of us— so all of
us have a responsibility to be engaged in the effort. It
may feel like a big deal to come and stand outside the
hospital and wave a sign for a couple of hours, but it’s
the best chance we have to win a fair agreement
(aside from going on strike). Low participation by

Your team will be in touch after mediation next
week—Thanks for your continued support!

Find ONA on Facebook!
You can follow ONA on Facebook to get the latest information and chat with others from
around the state on issues facing nurses across Oregon! Visit the ONA page on Facebook and
“like us” to become more connected with your professional nursing association.
http://www.facebook.com/OregonNursesAssociation
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LOW CENSUS
It’s come to our attention that your paystub now indicates Voluntary or Mandatory Low Census. We’ve heard
from nurses that this information is not always accurate. Remember that only Mandatory Low Census
counts toward the Low Census Cap. So, please monitor your paystub and if it’s incorrect, contact your
manager or your target representative.
Only Mandatory Low Census hours count toward the cap on Low Census (currently 14 percent). If the Low
Census hours are mandatory, you cannot lose more than 14 percent of your Full Time Employee (FTE). We
just negotiated for the cap to move to 12 percent upon ratification of the contract. This protection in keeping
your FTE hours is meaningless if the data is not accurate. Help us make sure the data that management is
collecting matches the actual hours that you are “forced off.”

CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS SCHEDULE
We have mediation dates scheduled for July
24 and July 26. We cannot have observers
for mediation sessions. Please watch for
bargaining update sessions so that we can
keep you up to date on what’s happening!
Thanks to all of you that have taken the time
to come and observe the bargaining sessions
over the past few months. The show of
support has been great, and it was important
that management could see that our nurses
were engaged and aware of what was going
on!

BARGAINING UPDATE SESSIONS:


August 1—University District
0730-0900; 1330-1700



August 1— Home Care Services
Sue Harlan Room, 1630-1800



August 2— RiverBend
0730-0900; 1330-1700, 1930-2100

Locations to be determined—watch your email
for up to date information!

National Federation of Nurses (NFN)
Leadership to Visit Oregon
Barbara Crane, President and Lorraine Seidel, CEO will be at
RiverBend on Thursday, July 26! NFN leadership will be visiting
nurses at Sacred Heart RiverBend to show support for our
negotiations and to meet our members.
NFN is a leading national labor union, and collaborative voice for
registered nurses, advocating for safe staffing, reducing violence
against nurses, health care reform, and retirement benefits. For
more information about NFN, visit the website at www.NFN.org.
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We want to thank everyone that has donated PTO to the negotiating team!
The team to date has donated approximately 268 hours negotiating
our contract. We encourage you to support the team in this way if you can,
or in any other way that you are able.

Fill out top portion of form with your employee information. Next to the “arrow”, fill out the number of
hours you can donate. Sign the form and FAX TO: ONA at 503-293-0013 AND Justin Thomas, Sacred
Heart Human Resources at 541-338-1034. Thank you!
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